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PROFILE
Jack Hartley is a YA author, born and raised in Christchurch, New
Zealand. With his education background in psychology and his
passion for raising awareness and understanding about mental
health issues, Jack uses his literature as a platform to portray
a realistic voice for teens as he delves into the complexities of
growing up. Jack has published his first YA novel, ALL THE OTHER
DAYS (2018) and is currently working on his new novel.

JACK
HARTLEY
GENRE
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION
RIGHTS
WORLD RIGHTS
AVAILABLE

BENEATH OUR FEET
Alfie’s world begins to shake and, within the blink of an eye, the city
he calls home comes crashing down around him.
Through this tragedy he’s given a second chance to live after he
receives a desperately needed heart transplant. A heart that will
change everything, and not just for him.
As Dani hears the devastating news of her test results, she
crosses paths with Alfie and together they discover something
truly magical within the boundaries of the redzone cordon.
As they grow closer and their relationship develops, their life
within the cordon makes them question what’s real and what’s not.
BENEATH OUR FEET, tells a story of love and survival as Alfie and
Dani navigate through a world that isn’t fair.

CONTACT
vicki@highspotlit.com
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PROFILE
Alexandra Maxwell is a YA fantasy author, born and raised in
Florida. Alexandra’s love of fantasy writing began at a young
age and set her on the path to writing fulltime. When she’s not
creating expansive fantastical worlds and setting her characters
on epic quests, she can be found in the woods practicing Medieval
combat and dreaming up her next story. Alexandra is a passionate
cosplayer and talented Irish dancer. Alexandra is currently working
on her debut book HEART OF SHADOW AND STEAL.

ALEXANDRA
MAXWELL
GENRE
YOUNG ADULT
FANTASY
RIGHTS
WORLD RIGHTS
AVAILABLE

CONTACT
vicki@highspotlit.com
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HEART OF SHADOW AND STEEL
Anyone can kill the prince, but only Ivory can bring him back to life.
Ivory has survived ten years in the prison that was meant to kill
her. But her fortunes improve when a mysterious man offers her
freedom in exchange for a service: kidnap Aarys, the Crown Prince
of Tiralon and bring him to the Sleeping Kingdom. Joined by a
murderous crew of misfits, Ivory embarks on a journey to secure
her freedom.
But everything comes at a price, and Ivory’s actions may spell
doom for the entire kingdom, taking Ivory along with it.

PROFILE
Raymond McGrath is an award-winning Animation Director,
animator, illustrator, designer, musician and writer who has
been working in children’s television, publishing and advertising
for nearly 25 years. He has written and illustrated a number of
books, worked on television shows, music videos and television
commercials. He is also the creator and director of the educational
pre-school television series PUZZLE INC. Currently he is a lecturer
teaching art and traditional 2D animation.

RAYMOND
MCGRATH
GENRE
PICTURE BOOKS

RIGHTS
WORLD RIGHTS
AVAILABLE

I AM A BEE
Follow our lonesome bumblebee as he tried to find a friend.

I AM A ROCK
While the rock remains quiet and still, nature is moving all around it.

LITTLE KITE
It’s a windy day and Little Kite has broken free. Where will he go on
his journey and who will he meet? Join him on a fun adventure

BIRD
Bird is making a terrible noise and all his feathered friends can’t
understand why. But sneaky cat is watching – can Bird make his
friends take notice in time?

CONTACT
vicki@highspotlit.com
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PROFILE

KYLE
MEWBURN
GENRE
JUNIOR FICTION

RIGHTS
WORLD RIGHTS
AVAILABLE

Kyle Mewburn is one of New Zealand’s most eclectic writers.
Her picture books are noted for being multi-layered, funny and
linguistically creative. Her titles have been published in a dozen
countries and won numerous awards including Children’s Book
of the Year. As well as picture books, Kyle has published several
best-selling junior fiction series, notably DINOSAUR RESCUE and
DRAGON KNIGHT. She was the Children’s Writer in Residence at
Otago University in 2011 and President of the New Zealand Society
of Authors from 2012-2016.

JUSTIN CASE INVESTIGATES - 4 TITLES
Wimpy Kid meets Alex Rider in a wacky, fast-paced,
action-adventure series
Justin’s family work for a top-secret organisation - it’s so top
secret nobody even knows what it’s called. His mum runs the
organisation. His dad is like Q on James Bond, albeit a slightly
more accident-prone version (which is why he is currently invisible).
And his sister is a master of disguise so a top, top-secret agent ...
though Justin suspects she’s actually a double agent.
Justin has always wanted to join them in saving the world/
preventing the end of the world, but he is clumsy like his dad
and faints at the first sign of danger. When his dad accidentally
dissolves all his bones, leaving Justin a wobbly jelly encased in an
(theoretically) indestructible exo-suit, it turns out to be (somewhat
paradoxically, and with some reservations) a bit of a godsend.
His newfound courage, coupled with his enthusiasm to help save
the world makes him prone to see conspiracies everywhere - most
of which turn out to be false alarms. When he DOES stumble upon
an actual threat nobody believes him. So, he always has to save
the day by himself ... with some (very slow) help from Ish, his giant
talking pet snail.
Four titles in the series to date:
THE MIND-CONTROL PONY CLUB MYSTERY
THE MYSTERY OF THE SLIME-LESS SNAIL
THE MYSTERY OF THE STRANGE SMELLING SEWER
THE MAYBE MISSING DAD MYSTERY

CONTACT
vicki@highspotlit.com
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KYLE
MEWBURN
GENRE
MIDDLE GRADE

RIGHTS
WORLD RIGHTS
AVAILABLE

THE FANDANGLES
Lucy and Luke’s new hometown seems exceptionally normal
without a whiff of adventure. But when they decide to
explore the abandoned section behind the dark hedge at the
back of their garden, they stumble on a strange oasis of nature
inhabited by the weirdest contraptions they’ve ever seen.
These odd mechanical constructions seem to be made of old
appliances. Are they homemade robots?
When Lucy meets Wurly she and Luke soon realise the
contraptions are actually living creatures brought to unexpected
life in the distant past (1984) by Andson, the inventor of the
whizgimlet. They call themselves Fandangles and have established
a utopian society, where they live in peace and harmony with each
other and nature.
It sounds perfect, but Luke and Lucy soon learn there are
mysterious forces at work. Some people (and some who
are not people) would do anything to get their hands on a
whizgimlet. Soon the fate of the whole Fandangle society will rest
in the children’s hands.
THE FANDANGLES is a riotous middle grade adventure which
contemplates what it means to be human, as well as reflecting
our attitudes towards society, gender identity and nature

CONTACT
nadine@highspotlit.com
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KYLE
MEWBURN
GENRE
JUNIOR FICTION

RIGHTS
RIGHTS SOLD
TO ANZ, UKRAINE
AND RUSSIA
ALL OTHER RIGHTS
AVAILABLE

DRAGON KNIGHT - 6 TITLES
Merek and his family are shape-shifting dragons living as humans
in a village ruled by superstition and the evil Lord Crumble.
Merek dreams of attending Knight School and becoming a
famous knight like his hero, Sir Bragalot. There’s just one problem –
Merek isn’t yet completely in control of his shape-shifting abilities.
So, keeping his dragon identity secret – in an occupation that
routinely sets out to vanquish dragons – will prove a real test for
the young trainee knight. Merek has also inadvertently made an
enemy of Lord Crumble’s equally evil son, Percy. Okay, make that
two problems … Luckily, he soon befriends Brin, a fellow trainee
with a talent for swordmanship and a secret she … er, I mean he, is
also desperate to keep hidden.
DRAGON KNIGHT is a messy medieval adventure not for the
faint-hearted.

RIGHTS
RIGHTS SOLD TO
ANZ, NORWAY,
DENMARK, CHINA,
BRAZIL, ISRAEL
ALL OTHER RIGHTS
AVAILABLE

CONTACT
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DINOSAUR RESCUE - 8 TITLES
It’s hard being the only evolved boy in your tribe.
Arg does his best to fit in. But nobody really understands him. His
mum is bewildered by his desire to wear clothes. His older sister,
Hng, is constantly annoyed at his cleverness. She wouldn’t mind
at all if he got chomped by a T-Rex or squashed by a mastodon.
His dad, while doting, is also concerned for his only surviving son.
He tries to be supportive of Arg’s strange, new ways (and even
stranger thoughts and ideas) but he secretly hopes Arg will grow
up to be just like any other Neanderthal. Even Arg’s best friend,
Shlock, is often jealous of Arg’s evolved state.
Arg’s life is changed forever when he meets Skeet, an equally
evolved talking T-Rex. Together they embark on a mission to save
the dinosaurs from extinction. But with ignorant Neanderthals on
one side and stubbornly stupid dinosaurs on the other, it’s not
going to be easy.

MOLE’S MOUNTAIN

KYLE
MEWBURN
GENRE
PICTURE BOOK

RIGHTS
WORLD RIGHTS
AVAILABLE

Mole loves sitting with her friends on her hill and watching the
sun rise but her friends worry that her eyes are too weak to fully
appreciate the wonderful view. So, they hatch a plan to make her
hill bigger so Mole can get closer to the sun.
The only problem is, as the hill grows, it casts a bigger shadow
on her burrow making it cold and damp. Every night, Mole has to
get rid of the hill, while every day (while Mole sleeps) her friends
re-build it.
As all the friends get more and more confused at the growing and
shrinking hill what will it take to solve the problem?
A delightfully humorous picture book about friendship and
helping each other.

BOO ZOO
A trip to this zoo is a little different – with ghouls and ghosts on
display and wonderfully spooky exhibits.
But who is really in the zoo and who is just visiting?

WE SAW A SPINOSAURUS
What on earth is making all that noise in the corridor outside the
classroom? Could it really be a dinosaur and, if it is, what is it doing
at school?

A GOAT IN A BOAT ON A MOAT
Goat is happily grazing in her field when she spies some delicious
grass on the far-side of the river. How on earth can she get across?
Perhaps sheep and cow can help? Unfortunately boats and goats
don’t mix – with hilarious results.

HAPPYFULNESS

CONTACT
vicki@highspotlit.com
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Hendrix is so full of happiness that he floats along like a boyshaped balloon – feet barely touching the ground. But everywhere
he goes people tell him he has to grow up and live life with his feet
on the ground. Hendrix needs to share his message of happiness
and stop the gloom taking hold.

PROFILE
After witnessing a mysterious object in the night sky at a young
age, Māori author Ngarina ‘Rina’ Paratene (Ngāpuhi, Ngāti Wai)
fell in love with reading and watching anything involving UFO’s
and outer space. She naturally fell into writing science fiction and
fantasy, influenced by movies and TV series like Star Wars, Roswell,
The Last Starfighter and E. T. Rina currently resides in Christchurch,
New Zealand, with her father and two ginger cats. Her debut YA
novel, ALIENATION, is Book I in a proposed trilogy.

R.A.
PARATENE
GENRE
YOUNG ADULT
SCIENCE FICTION/
FANTASY
RIGHTS
WORLD RIGHTS
AVAILABLE

CONTACT
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ALIENATION
Sarah lives in Phoenix, Arizona with her aunt, uncle and cousins.
Her mother died in a car crash and her father left when she was 6,
promising to return. Nobody knows where he went and, when he
hasn’t returned by her eighteenth birthday, it becomes clear to her
that he isn’t coming back.
Sarah travels with her aunt, uncle and cousins to Skull Valley to
visit grandma and to celebrate her birthday. In the middle of the
night, the cousins are woken by grandma’s dog who has gotten
into the trash cans. When they go outside to clean up, they see a
UFO crash land and when they go to investigate, they discover an
injured alien.
This discovery sends them on a dangerous mission to save the
alien, who they name Regi, from being captured and experimented
on. All is almost lost until they are rescued by the Regi’s father who
takes Sarah and her cousin into outer space.
On a planet in a completely different galaxy, Sarah will learn the
truth about her father’s disappearance, but it may not be what she
wants to hear. She will also meet Xaveon, an intense and gorgeous
alien who believes she is his ‘chosen one’.

PROFILE

STEPHEN
ROSS
GENRE
YOUNG ADULT
RIGHTS
WORLD RIGHTS
AVAILABLE

Stephen Ross is the author of nearly 30 short stories and
novelettes published in magazines such as the Ellery Queen
Mystery Magazine and Alfred Hitchcock Mystery Magazine, and
anthologies such as the Mystery Writers of America anthologies
and a Bram Stoker Award-nominated YA anthology of Lovecraftinspired horror. He has been nominated for an Edgar Award,
a Derringer Award, a Thriller Award, and was an Ellery Queen
Readers Award finalist. A longtime member of the Mystery Writers
of America, he has had four stories appear in MWA anthologies,
including the 2018 R.L. Stine anthology and the 2019 Kelley
Armstrong anthology (the MWA’s first YA anthology). Recently, he
was a contributor to the MWA How to Write a Mystery handbook
edited by Lee Child & Laurie King.

THE BRIDE MUST BE STOPPED!
A Mean City Mystery
In the late 1950s, in a large US city, Thornton Thacker, a Philip
Marlowe-esque teenage detective follows a trail of Egyptian
hieroglyphics and a missing mummy and finds himself up against
ancient supernatural forces, with his girlfriend’s life at stake.
Written in the style of a 1950s pulp thriller, this is a mix of
hardboiled noir, pop culture horror and a lot of humour. It’s
the first in a series of standalone mysteries with each story
drawing on a different branch of horror. The point of difference
is to employ familiar horror tropes and storylines but to hatch
something fresh and unique within a noir-mystery setting.

CONTACT
vicki@highspotlit.com
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PROFILE

TANIA
ROXBOROGH
GENRE
MIDDLE GRADE

RIGHTS
ANZ RIGHTS SOLD
REST OF WORLD
RIGHTS AVAILABLE

CONTACT
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Tania Roxborogh (Ngāti Porou) is a veteran educator and an
award-winning writer of over thirty published works across a range
of genres. Her most recent publication, a middle grade novel,
CHARLIE TANGAROA AND THE CREATURE FROM THE SEA (Huia
2020) won the Wright Family Foundation Esther Glen Junior Fiction
Award and the Supreme Award, the Margaret Mahy Book of the
Year Award 2021. Tania’s happy places are: her classroom, at
home with her husband and young border collie, enjoying pyjama
days, and wherever she can snatch time to read – most often
books recommended by her students.

CHARLIE TANGAROA
AND THE CREATURE FROM THE SE A
On a beach clean-up, thirteen-year-old one-legged Charlie and
his half-brother, Robbie, find a ponaturi – a mermaid – washed
up on a beach. An ancient grudge between the Māori gods Tāne
and Tangaroa has flared up because a port being built in the bay
is degrading the ocean and creatures are fleeing the sea. This has
reignited anger between the gods, which breaks out in storms,
earthquakes and huge seas.
The human world and realm of the gods are thrown into chaos.
The ponaturi believes Charlie is the only one who can stop the
destruction because his stump is a sign that he straddles both
worlds.
So begins Charlie’s journey to find a way to reunite the gods,
realise the power in the ancient songs his grandfather taught him,
and discover why he was the one for the task.

PROFILE
Tina Shaw is a New Zealand author for children, young adults
and general readership. Her writing has taken her to Auckland,
Christchurch, Berlin and even Hamilton – where she was WriterIn-Residence at the University of Waikato. She grew up on a farm
at Matangi, went to school at Sacred Heart Girls’ College and now
lives outside Taupō with her partner and two English Pointers.

TINA
SHAW
GENRE
MIDDLE GRADE
FICTION
RIGHTS
WORLD RIGHTS
AVAILABLE

CONTACT
nadine@highspotlit.com
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FRAGILE
The town of Fragile is known for its vast amounts of fog – and for
people who go missing, never to be seen again. When the eerie
foghorn is heard, locals know that trouble isn’t far away.
Michael Loo is reluctantly visiting Fragile for the annual Soul
Parade when he hears the foghorn, then bumps into a boy called
Joey in the fog. He soon learns that Joey has gone missing.
Michael might have been the last person to see him alive.
Uncle Toby once heard the foghorn and tried to save his sister
Emily – Michael’s mother – who went missing four years ago.
Michael’s friend Gretchen has also been touched by the local
curse – her brother went missing six months ago. Even Greataunt Abigail, who Michael is staying with, had a friend go missing.
Meanwhile, strange activity is happening at Orca Bay.
Toby says the missing are ‘still in the town’, but he’s in a mental
institution so who’s going to believe him?
Michael soon realises that it’s up to him and his friend Gretchen to
solve the mystery of Fragile.

PROFILE

MELINDA
SZYMANIK
GENRE
JUNIOR FICTION

RIGHTS
WORLD RIGHTS
AVAILABLE

Melinda Szymanik writes fiction for children and young adults.
Her picture book, THE WERE-NANA, won the New Zealand Post
Children’s Choice Award in 2009, was a 2009 Storylines Notable
Book, and was shortlisted for the 2010 Sakura Medal. Her novel, A
WINTER’S DAY IN 1939, also a Storylines Notable Book (2014), was
shortlisted for the Junior Fiction Award at the 2014 New Zealand
Post Children’s Book Awards, and won Librarian’s Choice at the
2014 LIANZA Awards. Melinda’s most recent publications are a
short story collection (TIME MACHINE & OTHER STORIES, AHOY!
[The Cuba Press], 2019), and several picture books including MY
ELEPHANT IS BLUE (Puffin [Penguin] 2021).

BAD UNICORN SERIES
The BAD UNICORN series follows ten-year-old school girl Harriet
and her best friend Anika as they grapple with the realities of
looking after the unicorn Harriet has brought to life by putting
magic pencil to magic paper. Harriet imagined an obedient
easy-care pet with all the qualities of fictional unicorns: gentility,
sweetness and the potential for magic. But like many a real pet,
the talking unicorn, Star, is anything but obedient and the opposite
of easy-care.
The size of a small dog, he has the trouble-making capacity of
a much larger creature. Rude, willful, needy, greedy and badly
behaved, like any real animal, he’s an independent creature with
a mind of his own. He is not entirely without magic though, some
useful, and some disadvantageous, which becomes apparent over
the series.
The series currently includes three books with themes of being
responsible for something or someone else, friendship, family,
animal welfare, the ethics of animal testing and experimentation,
reality vs. expectations, bullying and self-belief/confidence.

CONTACT
vicki@highspotlit.com
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PROFILE
Jessica Thomas is a 26-year-old author, illustrator and artist. She
gained her Masters in both Creative Writing and History and has
had short stories and artwork published in BEYOND THE LEVEE:
TALES FROM BEYOND and IN FRESH INK: A COLLECTION OF
VOICES FROM AOTEAROA. She is passionate about books,
history, nature, mental health, and writing the stories she wishes
were on the shelves when she was growing up. This is her first novel.

JESSICA
THOMAS
GENRE
YOUNG ADULT
FICTION
RIGHTS
WORLD RIGHTS
AVAILABLE

THE RE ASON FOR EVERYTHING
Benedict Pomeroy is very busy trying to be someone he’s not.
Apolline Gaumond is tired of being who she is. They are both busy
trying to die.
Benedict has no chance of living up to his perfect older brother
who died in a tragic accident, leaving his family devastated.
Apolline, abandoned by her own family, has been trying to live
alone – struggling to balance school and work while keeping one
step ahead of the authorities who will place her in care.
It seems the answer for both of them is to just give up.
When Benedict sees Apolline jump off the pier, he runs into the
sea to save her, setting in motion a friendship that will ultimately
change the way they view themselves and their place in the world.
But when reality comes crashing in, how will Benedict and Apolline
overcome the trauma, grief and loneliness that led them both to
the brink?
Told in alternating points of view, THE REASON FOR EVERYTHING
is a remarkable and uplifting love story about discovering how
you fit in the world. Benedict and Apolline are characters who will
stay with you long after finishing the book.

CONTACT
vicki@highspotlit.com
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PROFILE
Sonya Wilson has been a broadcast journalist for many years,
reporting, producing and presenting for TV news and current
affairs shows such as One News, 20/20, Sunday and Q + A. She
grew up in Southland, but now lives in Auckland with her husband
and two sons, her elderly Burmese cat called Graham and her dog
Dusky. She runs the charity children’s book scheme, Kiwi Christmas
Books, and works as a freelance writer and journalist.
SPARK HUNTER is her first book.

SONYA
WILSON
GENRE
MIDDLE FICTION
READERS 9-13
RIGHTS
PUBLISHED IN NEW
ZEALAND BY THE
CUBA PRESS
ALL OTHER RIGHTS
AVAILABLE
FILM/TV RIGHTS
AVAILABLE

SPARK HUNTER
Nissa Marshall knows that something is hiding deep in the
forests of Fiordland National Park – she’s seen their lights in
the trees. But what are they, and why does no one else seem
to notice them? When she abandons her school camp to
track down the mysterious lights, Nissa finds herself lost in a
dangerous wonderland where there are winged creatures known
as guardians, charged with protecting birds and animals from
extinction. Unable to remember clearly where she’s come from and
reduced to the size of her new friends, Nissa settles into life with
the guardians. But she’s in danger and the forest and the creatures
in it are under threat too.
Nissa wants to help, but what can a school kid do where adults
have failed? And can she find her way back? In Fiordland the lost
usually stay lost. Despite her fears, Nissa takes on task given to
her, to save a kākāpō chick by taking it away from the dangers on
the mainland to a secure island.
SPARK HUNTER is an epic Kiwi adventure-fantasy with an
environmental heart – and a story of survival in one of the world’s
last great wildernesses.

CONTACT
nadine@highspotlit.com
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VICKI
MARSDON
LITERARY
AGENT
AND DIRECTOR

NADINE
RUBIN NATHAN
LITERARY
AGENT
AND DIRECTOR

CATHERINE
WALLACE
ASSOCIATE
LITERARY
AGENT

NINA
LEON
JUNIOR
LITERARY
AGENT

Vicki has worked in
the publishing industry
for over 30 years.She
started her career
in the sales and
marketing department
of Heinemann
Education before
taking on the role of
Educational Publisher.
She developed the
successful children’s list
at Reed Publishing NZ,
where she produced
many award-winning
books before working
as Children’s Publisher
at Penguin and then
Associate Publisher at
Harper Collins NZ. After
four years as a literary
agent with Wordlink
Literary, Vicki started
High Spot Literary with
business partner and
fellow agent Nadine
Rubin Nathan where
she continues to pursue
her interest in working
with talented authors
across a range of
genres – in particular
thought-provoking
commercial fiction,
high quality non-fiction,
children’s picture
books, middle grade
and YA fiction.

Nadine has over 20
years of experience
in publishing. She
was editor in chief of
ELLE in South Africa,
an editor at Harper’s
Bazaar and the New
York Post in New York
and a senior book
editor at Assouline
Publishing in New York.
Nadine has written
two travel guides,
one children’s book,
and collaborated on
photography books.
She has a MA from
Columbia University’s
Graduate School of
Journalism. Nadine
joined Wordlink
Literary in May 2017
and in January 2018,
co-founded High Spot
Literary with business
partner and fellow
agent Vicki Marsdon.
She represents authors
of high-quality literary
and commercial fiction,
short story collections,
narrative nonfiction
and visual coffee
table books, all with
international appeal.

Catherine has
a background
in education,
communications and
public relations and
a PhD from Massey
University. Since 2014,
she has co-directed
the annual Hamilton
Book Month and
has worked with the
Hamilton Gardens Arts
Festival as a publicist.
She is experienced in
liaising with publishers,
publicists, authors
and illustrators and
is passionate about
supporting authors.
Catherine is also a
published nonfiction
author who works as a
freelance editor on a
range of academic and
industry publications.
Catherine is keen to
work with authors in
a variety of genres
including non- fiction,
education, commercial
and literary fiction,
crime, mystery and
thrillers.

After obtaining her
honours degree
in publishing, Nina
went on to intern at
the Irene Goodman
Literary Agency
before arriving at
High Spot Literary as
a junior agent.
Nina is currently
building her list of
new adult, young
adult, and middle
grade fiction across
all genres with a
particular interest in
fantasy.
Nina has a soft spot
for magical realism,
neo-Victorianism,
enemies to lovers,
expansive fantastical
worlds, magical
academia, and
stories with rich
emotional depth.
Nina welcomes both
commercial and
literary works.
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